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ITS PROJECT REQUEST
This form is used to submit information technology projects to the HSU prioritization committee.
A statement of sponsor support should accompany all project requests and must be received by the proposal deadline.
PROJECT INFORMATION
Purpose
REQUESTER / SPONSOR INFORMATION
Estimate (Hard Costs Only)
Funding Available
	Enter the project requester's full name: 
	Enter the project sponsor's e-mail address: 
	Enter the project sponsor's telephone extension: 5175
	Enter the project sponsor's full name : 
	Enter the requester's e-mail address: 
	Enter the project requester's telephone extension: 4501
	Enter the name of the project: Volunteer Form Automation
	Select from the drop-down list whether this is a software application or technology infrastructure project.  Select One is the default: Application
	Select the project type from the drop-down list:  new, customize, upgrade, or replace.  Select One is the default: New
	Select the project level from the drop-down list:  campus-wide, multi-department/division, or single-department/division.  Select One is the default.: Campus-wide
	Enter the project request date: 2012-10-11
	Describe what problem initiated this project request: 
	Identify who is affected by the project: 
	Describe the impact of the problem : 
	Describe what a successful solution to the problem would be: 
	List the different options to doing this project and what are the pros and cons of each: Continue with the current paper process with campus mail or walking documents to next signature approver, which wastes valuable time and resources. 
	Describe how this project aligns with HSU's priorities: Improves efficiency of business operations and services.
	Please identify the date/timeframe and reason for your desired timeline.  Check the box for “hard deadline” only if your project must be completed by a certain timeframe (ex. Term start or end, Fiscal Year start or end, Software no longer supported, etc.) or a specific date (ex. PeopleSoft maintenance window) and explain this business requirement.: 2013-08-01
	Select this check-box if the project does have a hard deadline.  A hard deadline means that the project must be completed by a specific date or timeframe based specific business reasons.: 1
	Describe the reason for the deadline: The beginning of the fall 2013 semester because that is a peak time for new volunteer forms to be turned in.
	Describe what things need to be in place prior to starting this project and any potential obstacles might be encountered: Certain departments on campus would need to have access to the electronic process. Because many of these departments will already be using Nolij to approve documents, we expect that the training requirement will be minimal.  In addition, the HR staff is already using Nolij and will not require any additional training to add this process.
	Identify the departments and any specific roles needed for this project.  Indicate if funding is available if outside resources are required.: This project would affect every department that has a need to use a volunteer form. In addition, Human Resources, Plant Operations, Department Chairs, Deans, Directors and VP’s would need to have electronic access/ signature approval.  An ITS programmer experienced in use of Nolij would be required.  
	Enter the real dollar cost of of the project is completed.  If multiple options exist, enter the highest possible cost.: 
	Enter the real dollar cost of on-going/annual costs after the project is completed.  If multiple options exist, enter the highest possible cost.: 
	Use the checkbox to identify if this project is budgeted: 0
	Use the checkbox to identify if this project is not budgeted: 0
	Enter any comments you have about the estimated costs: 
	List what system or module is impacted by this project: 
	Describe anything else that is important about this project.: The current paper process is a problem to all departments involved. In the past few months, more and more departments are voicing their concerns and irritations. There is a great demand for a new process that would work more efficiently.



